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activity and

change'

It is my pleasure to introduce this month’s round-up,
which marks the one-year anniversary of the FCA. As
expected, there has been a great deal of regulatory
activity and change over the last 12 months as we’ve
looked to respond to the challenges of the past.

This edition reflects much of this evolution and its broader
impact on firms of all sizes, from the largest to the smallest.

It also looks further ahead, to the next 12 months and
beyond, to the new challenges and opportunities that are
emerging. Earlier this month, we took over regulation of the
consumer credit market – close to 50,000 firms. And, as we
write, we are now very near the introduction of the
Mortgage Market Review (MMR) on April 26, which will be
followed by a post-implementation review towards the end
of this year. Clearly, these changes will affect many medium
to smaller-sized financial firms and information is available
on our website to provide extra support.

I would also like to take this opportunity to offer my thanks
to all firms and professionals in the financial sector for their
positive engagement with the FCA over the last 12 months,
particularly in the face of so much change.

Our responsibility to your market, your customers and your
firms is one we take very seriously and will continue to do
so in 2014 and beyond.

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc6590edb3fcb84ffb73061d418001f7ed1fe29ade38c6a3a8f08
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659fc4f7268bf6fe47a7cdcf797dbcd90fa41cffe1cd2eefc5a
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The Retail Distribution Review (RDR) came into
force in 2013, aiming to improve transparency and
outcomes for consumers. We committed to review
how firms were implementing it by conducting a

series of thematic reviews.

Cycle two of our review focusing on disclosure found that
73% of firms failed to correctly provide the required
information on the cost of advice. We identified further
failings relating to the type of service they offer
(independent or restricted) and what ongoing services they
would provide.

We expect all firms to provide clients with clear information
on the cost of advice and the services they offer, including
explaining, as early as possible: 
• how much the advice is likely to cost 
• the type of service they will offer (independent or
restricted) 
• how much the individual client needs to pay once the
adviser is clear on the advice they are going to provide,
and 
• what service the client will receive for an ongoing fee

Along with our first report on disclosure, which contained
good and poor practice, we published a factsheet posing
questions to help you judge whether you are meeting our
disclosure requirements. Along with our latest report, our
video will help firms understand our requirements and
expectations.

Our next cycle of thematic work will start early in the third
quarter of 2014 and we expect to see improvements in
firms' disclosure of costs and services. If we find substantial
failings in this cycle we are likely to take further regulatory
action.

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc6599c79d43bed597cf18bebfbfa5147d64c59b006459d3e581f
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc6597d9cf01ef947452032bdcceeb8b6f3236af152555a52045c
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc65901f6f116fcc00e5e960053967a152186c1b0b055f427d2e9
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659a3c4cd6f106fef504dd10ae9fbbdf7fe578bce4db004b9c8
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659c15d6d4381911325ed40194c0a549dc5bc30681cd8fd5fee
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659ec569c9139e409a437c28030f61df88e290247c7f9c4750f
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659c8b3383ae9ea87d51372c849b7c6ebeb81de1b239be4dd78


Banks & building societies Insurers & Insurance
intermediaries

Competition review into credit
cards
Having taken on responsibility for
Consumer Credit on 1 April, we
confirmed that we will undertake a
competition review into the UK’s credit
card market at the end of this year to
assess whether competition in this
market is working effectively for
consumers.

Santander fined for widespread
investment advice failings
We fined Santander £12.4m for failing to
ensure it gave suitable advice to its
customers and that its financial
promotions and communications with
customers were clear, fair and not
misleading.

New mortgage lending rules 
The new rules following our Mortgage
Market Review come into effect on 26
April 2014. Our short guide helps
explain the changes to consumers and
is available through high street lenders,
mortgage advisers and estate agents.
More detailed information on the MMR is
available on our website.

Claims handling thematic
review
We have held an engagement event to
discuss the initial findings of our general
insurance claims handling review which
was attended by over 70 representatives
from firms, trade bodies and consumer
groups. We will be publishing the final
review report in May.

General insurance conference 
We will be holding our General
Insurance conference on 2 June in
London. We will discuss our strategy for
general insurance conduct regulation
and consider key conduct issues for the
sector. Further details and the
opportunity to book will be available on
our website shortly.

Budget-pension reforms 
Some of the recent Budget changes to
pension legislation came into effect on
27 March 2014 and further changes are
proposed for April 2015. In light of this,
firms need to change their operational
procedures. They will also need to
consider how to treat customers making
decisions about their retirement income
in this interim period. We have issued 
guidance outlining our expectations of
firms on treating customers fairly and
paying due regard to their information
needs, in line with our principles and
rules.

Besso Limited fined 
We fined Besso Limited £315,000 for
failing to take reasonable care to
establish and maintain effective systems
and controls for countering the risks of
bribery and corruption.

Fine and ban for David Lloyd
Wren
We fined David Lloyd Wren £70,000 and
banned him from the industry for
deliberately causing his firm, Astbury
Wren & Company, to retain insurance
premiums paid by its clients, for its own
use.

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659cb81726cf7a70cbf37b76aa2817e71773046cfd018513c85
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc6597c375d845d6e2f57cefbd638ef8a4961adeb67039d579944
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659527845818d4881d0bf464b37095c32781b5ecc96f9346b4c
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659227492e487d9b838a753c0c72f2d65c99087608272367197
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc6595e3ecdc27b9fb122d72aa0535535de2b6d46a129271dc45a
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc6596fb5a4e92712ceb878c76163a0b86250a01509a29af145bf
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc65924138fada1270f650c86e3f96043db145f8a4f71b60aa3e2
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc65993342fce8f2a6964d15503ffba8ec9cf05348a36513d8582
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc65993342fce8f2a6964d15503ffba8ec9cf05348a36513d8582
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659d31034fb916d60d6febf03f47ce4078083a4895b765803ac
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc65995a68fd80f181002228b29c68c7ff3fe06305543dc66ccea


Financial Advisers Investment Managers and
Stockbrokers (Retail and
Wholesale)

RDR: Results of thematic review
on disclosure

Cycle two of our review
focusing on disclosure found
that 73% of firms failed to
correctly provide the required

information on the cost of advice. 

We expect all firms to provide clients
with clear information on the cost of
advice and the services they offer,
including explaining, as early as
possible: 
• how much the advice is likely to cost 
• the type of service they will offer
(independent or restricted) 
• how much the individual client needs
to pay once the adviser is clear on the
advice they are going to provide, and 
• what service the client will receive for
an ongoing fee.

Budget - pension reforms 
Some of the recent Budget changes to
pension legislation came into effect on
27 March 2014 and further changes are
proposed for April 2015. In light of this,
firms need to change their operational
procedures. They will also need to
consider how to treat customers making
decisions about their retirement income
in this interim period. We have issued 
guidance outlining our expectations of
firms on treating customers fairly and
paying due regard to their information
needs, in line with our principles and
rules.

Santander fined for widespread
investment advice failings
We fined Santander £12.4m for failing to
ensure it gave suitable advice to its
customers and that its financial
promotions and communications with
customers were clear, fair and not
misleading.

CRD IV e-learning available 
We have updated our GABRIEL e-
learning to reflect the reporting changes
brought in by the Capital Requirements
Directive and Capital Requirements
Regulation, which together make up
CRD IV.

Santander fined for widespread
investment advice failings
We fined Santander £12.4m for failing to
ensure it gave suitable advice to its
customers and that its financial
promotions and communications with
customers were clear, fair and not
misleading.

Trader fined for manipulating
gilt price
We fined Mark Stevenson, a bond
trader, £662,700 for deliberately
manipulating a UK government bond,
and banned him from the industry.

Mortgage Lenders & Brokers Wealth Managers

New mortgage lending rules 
The new rules following our Mortgage

RDR: Results of thematic review
on disclosure

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc6592dd1cca17332913b5e27c80f59cdf5f91d5a88e5d2d67820
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659b8cbff2078f73575f3ad1db6b07e0dda8710ebb72e9a23bc
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc6594fdb4127eacdcae4feda1c65be6ee95591b3c44b42d0ef5d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc6594fdb4127eacdcae4feda1c65be6ee95591b3c44b42d0ef5d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc65918605c07702f0a8f9f2a3c9ab1d89eb4f38cf5609bf7b360
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc6599ecf031424219c694b7ebef6dfd382ea03f4ec814fd1c13d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc65913117a0cb5c656a4e1666374515d92ba5fe2cdd749b7bb0d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659b1fbda03f8c09be689b2a044a4175254ddd18ba5bccc5811
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc6598c83eff0131dedc8478c764aabc31b2ce836440c8979d4f6
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659c4c86438733932a1833ab9bf81b83fbf29430724c7d8f385


Market Review come into effect on 26
April 2014. Our short guide helps
explain the changes to consumers and
is available through high street lenders,
mortgage advisers and estate agents.
More detailed information on the MMR is
available on our website.

City & Provincial fined 
We fined City & Provincial, a mortgage
broker, for integrity failings relating to
the submission of mortgage
applications, and banned the firm's
principal, Mr Zaffar Hassan Tanweer,
from the industry.

We have published the results
of our review on disclosure,
which found 73% of firms failed
to correctly provide the

required information on the cost of
advice. We expect wealth management
firms to clearly disclose: 
• how much the advice is likely to cost
in cash terms in the client
agreement/rate card or other client
account opening documentation 
• to individual clients, in cash terms,
how much the advice will cost them as
soon as practicable, and 
• where they offer restricted advice, that
restricted advice is provided and the
nature of the restriction.

CRD IV e-learning available 
We have updated our GABRIEL e-
learning to reflect the reporting changes
brought in by the Capital Requirements
Directive and Capital Requirements
Regulation, which together make up
CRD IV.

April news round-up Events & Publications

New contact centre email address 
We have changed our email address. So if
you want to email our contact centre, please
use firm.queries@fca.org.uk

Developments in Ukraine 
Given the developments in Ukraine we want
to highlight the continuing need for vigilance
and robust systems and controls in dealing
with actual or potential politically exposed
persons.

FCA independent directors appoint
external law firm and publish terms
of reference

General insurance conference 
We will be holding our General Insurance
conference on 2 June in London. We will
discuss our strategy for general insurance
conduct regulation and consider key conduct
issues for the sector. Further details and the
opportunity to book will be available on our
website shortly.
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http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b61473ad5cfcc659e7f91da068fbf05db17b6dd98b3079ba32fc5d73964ea302


Simon Davies of Clifford Chance will be
conducting the independent inquiry.
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